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The Project Brief for a renewed Brunswick Uniting Church 
includes both qualitative and quantitative information.  The 
qualitative portions, contained in this document, were formed 
through a consultative process of discernment, conducted with an 
advisory group of the congregation and resulted in the setting 
forth of concepts for both the people and buildings that comprise 
the church.  The quantitative portions, which grow out of those 
concept statements and include a detailed program of spaces and 
facilities, are published in a separate document.   
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e, an advisory group of Brunswick Uniting Church, 
have been invited together by our leadership.  An 
invitation was extended to the entire congregation and 

we see, in those of us who have responded and participated, a 
cross-section of the challenges, issues, aspirations and 
spiritualities that comprise our community.  We have gathered for 
fifteen hours, over five occasions, for education, discussion and 
prayer, to discern what the Spirit is saying in this church.  We 
have listened to one another and collected the wisdom amongst 
us, in pursuit of opportunities that might be found through 
renewal of our church.  
 
Our discussions have taken place in an atmosphere of consensus-
building.  We have ‘painted word pictures’ of a vision for renewal 
by developing concept statements that are grounded in our 
values, given expression by our treasures and result in the 
naming of our needs. 
 
This process comes just months after the merger of Southwest 
Brunswick Uniting Church and St Andrew’s Uniting Church, now 
forming the new Brunswick Uniting Church.  We have merged at 
the site of the former St Andrew’s Church and occupy the 
facilities, there.  In the process, all of us have been faced with 
challenges … some requiring that we let go, and others asking that 
we see new opportunity.  Hence, this process of self-examination 
and looking forward has been a timely one.  We appreciate the 
opportunity to participate and wish to thank our clergy, Ray 
Gormann and Richard Arnold, and all of our lay leaders, for their 
commitment to the congregation and their invitation to join in 
visioning its future. 
 

 
The following concept statements are thoughtfully and prayerfully 
offered as a vision for renewal of our church — its people and its 
environment — and as a vehicle for further discernment 
concerning facility design, should the church choose to proceed. 
 
Participants 
(names shown in italics are also members of the Vision Steering Committee) 

 
Jane Allardice Meg Moorehouse 
Sheree Anderson Julie Perrin 
Richard Arnold Elaine Potter 
Kirsty Bennett Phillip Potter 
Christina Berkman Helen Rowe 
Anita Major-Brown Mal Rowe 
Sheila Calwell Kate Scull 
Ray Cameron Natalie Sims 
Saide Cameron Caroline Smith 
Glenice Cook James Thom 
Sheryll Coulson George Tiemann 
Norma Fife Ali Turnbull 
Faye Findlay Steph Turnbull 
Joan Gilchrist Alexander van Tatenhove 
Ray Gormann Cathryn van Tatenhove 
Lucy Hardman Mark van Tatenhove 
Alistair Hunter Shawn Whelan 
Brooklyn Hunter  
David Kruse  
Janet Watson-Kruse  
Chris Lees  
Matthew Lees Facilitator: 
Clare Boyd-McCrae Randall Lindstrom 
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e value our central purpose, as church, to gather for 
worship.  Within worship, we see the symbol of light 
and the language of music as primary vehicles for 

expressing our faithfulness and prayerfulness.  Both are 
perceivable but elusive; recognisable, but uncontainable.  We 
employ both as we strive to create a sense of intimacy in worship, 
where seeing and hearing are critical, but where all of the senses 
might be invoked for the fullest worship experience.   
 

We value God-focused worship, in which the Bible is central, and 
know ourselves to be part of a long tradition of Christianity.  We 
engage the rituals of the church and aspects of contemplative 
traditions, but we do not feel bound by particular rubrics.  We 
embrace creativity in worship style and seek opportunities to 
contemporise the traditional, if greater relevance can result.  In all 
of our strivings for meaningful worship, we know that much can 
be found in the harder-to-reach simplicity that lies beyond 
complexity, in the realm of the Spirit. 
 

Despite certain shortcomings that we hope to remedy, we treasure 
the former St Andrew’s worship space.  Its current, semi-circular 
configuration symbolically invites our newly merged 
congregations to ‘gather around’ a common table, as a united 
family of God.  This face-to-face orientation is a treasure.  Many 
other features of the space are also special.  Some of us mention, 
in particular, the timber finishes, the pipe organ, and the stained 
glass windows, including those that depict the Lord’s Supper and 
the Trinity.  We know that we are blessed by the size and volume 
of our worship space, which enhances the potential for worship 
and could be replicated only at great cost.  While we do not have 
elaborate or commercially-valuable liturgical furnishings, the 
communion table and lectern, from the Southwest Brunswick

 
Church, and the communion table and font, from St Andrew’s 
Church, hold sufficient memories, for some, that their disposition 
deserves respectful consideration.   
 
Within the realities of the existing structure, our liturgical 
aspirations call for a renewed worship space that offers flexibility 
for different styles of worship and enactment of rites.  Although 
there is a voice that calls for an informal, ‘lived-in’ worship 
environment, most of us envisage a sacred and special ambience 
in our worship space.  These two views may not be as divergent as 
they seem, since, for us, the concept of ‘sacred’ does not equate to 
the ostentatious or elaborate.  Instead, it suggests an environment 
of reverence and respect in all things, including features that are 
flexible or that might be ‘informal’, by some church standards.  
Similarly, we see our worship space holding a creative tension 
between the traditional and the contemporary, and harmoniously 
integrating both.   
 
In our worship environment, 
where we strive to invoke the 
senses, we need good acoustics, 
both natural and reinforced.  We 
need a seating arrangement that 
not only allows people to see the 
liturgical action, but also to see one 
another and, therein, to see the 
presence of Christ.  We need the 
capacity to support liturgical 
action with projected images, 
discreetly integrated so as to 
minimise distraction.   

W 
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Central to worship are the liturgical symbols.  As one of the most 
powerful symbols of Christ, we are compelled by light.  We hope 
our renewed worship space can be graced by more natural light 
and retain at least some of the light that now enters through 
stained glass windows.  It needs to include, as well, a ‘place of 
light’, where communal and personal candle lighting can occur.  
As a complement to light, we would like to see a large water 
symbol for baptisms and for meditation.  Most of us are attracted 
to the Gospel imagery of “living” or moving water, but others note 
the meditative qualities in the Psalmic imagery of “still” waters.  
Perhaps our use of water can accommodate both.  Perhaps it can 
also be configured such that the Christian path of initiation — 
from baptism to table — is symbolically marked.  Linked to our 
dying and rising with Christ, in baptism, is the symbol of the 
cross.  Our use of that symbol requires that we have an 
‘interactive’ cross … one that can be approached, touched, carried 
and nailed.  As we explore the integration of our symbols in a 
renewed worship space, we would like to see their placement — 
whether permanent or flexible — given thoughtful and purposeful 
consideration. 
 
We recognise that in many of our liturgies we honour members of 
the community, including the children, those who are being 
baptised, those who are being married, those who are sick and 
those who have died.  We need a larger ‘place of honour’ — space 
near and around our common table — with sufficient flexibility to 
accommodate the honoured and allow gracious conduct of 
various rites.   
 
Given the importance of music in our form of worship, we need to 
provide appropriate space for singers, musicians and musical

 
instruments.  Our hope is to provide that space in such a way as to 
allow the music program to fulfil its dual role … as full, 
participating members of the worshipping congregation and as 
leaders of the congregation’s praise, through song.   
 
We also view infants and children as full, participating members 
of our congregation.  As such, we believe they and their parents 
need appropriate and dedicated space, within the worship centre, 
where they can be an integral part of us, but also where children 
can be children.   
 
Worship is not always large or communal.  Sometimes we need a 
smaller space that is conducive to prayer and meditation.  We 
need the ability to create a cosy, ‘sacred zone’ or ‘solemn space’, 
perhaps within or contiguous to the larger worship centre, 
perhaps separate from it.  Regardless of its location, it needs a 
level of intimacy suitable to small group or individual use. 
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e value inclusivity and strive to be a community of 
faith in which all find welcome, sense that they belong 
and discover strength in diversity.  We seek to be a 

warm, accessible and open community, where, without hesitation, 
everyone can feel safe in being honest and forthcoming.  We value 
relationship and a sense of connectedness to one another, 
including connections across generational lines and through 
ecumenical links to other faith traditions.  We encourage 
participation and are grateful for the respective contributions by 
all, not only in worship, but throughout congregational life.   
 

These values point to the fact that amongst our greatest treasures 
is the community and all the generations it comprises.  Each 
person in our midst should consider themselves named, here, but 
when we think of our congregation, we especially think of Gwenda 
Booth, Vera Pierce, John Venning, Alfie Mielar, and Rosemary 
Brown, because they remind us of who we have been and who we 
need to be.  We also think beyond ourselves and recognise the 
richness that is added to our larger Christian family by the 
presence of the Indonesian congregation on our site. 
 

We know that the primary responsibility for being a welcoming 
community is ours, but we also know that our facilities can assist 
us in that effort.  To fulfil our potential, in this unique location, we 
need to ensure that our facilities are seen as accessible, attractive, 
and inviting from Sydney Road.  Once inside, our environment 
needs to encourage a sense of ‘welcome’.  Facilities should be fully 
accessible to people of all physical abilities and offer a 
comfortable climate in all seasons.  While ensuring proper 
security, access to buildings should be simple and convenient.   
 

Included in our facilities, we need a gathering space, in which our 

 
personal welcome can be extended, hopefully by everyone, but 
especially by ‘welcomers’.  We would like to see some degree of 
visibility and transparency between the outside world, the 
gathering space and the worship space, as a tangible sign of our 
openness.  After services, the flow-through from the worship 
space to hospitality facilities should be obvious, convenient and 
inviting.  On many other occasions, we seek to encourage 
fellowship.  To do so, we need a place of hospitality, or hall, 
properly equipped for catering.  If permitted by the site, an 
adjacent, outdoor fellowship space would enhance hospitality 
opportunities.  And, we note that accommodation for children’s 
play would be helpful in, or within sight of, our hospitality space.   
 

Many other conveniences would enhance the user-friendliness of 
our facilities.  We name needs such as bike racks, improved car 
parking arrangements, effective signage throughout the site, 
dedicated storage for various 
ministries and on-site offices.  In 
addition, we see the need for a 
church web site to communicate 
with the congregation and those 
interested in our activities, and the 
availability of on-site services, 
including telephone, internet 
connection, and photocopier.   
 

In all of these needs we see the 
means by which our aspiration to 
be a welcoming and inclusive 
church can be assisted and 
supported.

W 
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e value the nurture of our children, and of one another.  
As we journey together at different stages of life and 
faith development, we alternately find ourselves as 

both recipients and sources of nurture.  Through love, Christian 
teaching and our willingness to listen to each other, we feed and 
are fed.   
 
In the nurture of our young, we steward the future.  
Consequently, we see the younger generations — our babies and 
children, our youth group and our tertiary students — as treasures 
in our midst.  Likewise, we treasure the parents, the teachers, the 
mentors, and all of those who assume the roles and 
responsibilities of nurture, for our young people and for people of 
all ages. 
 
We need to do all we can to support the nurtured and nurturers.  
High amongst our priorities is the accommodation of parents with 
children.  We want all of our facilities to be family-friendly and, 
thereby, make participation easier.  Children need play areas, 
both inside and outside, that are safe, secure and permit parental 
supervision.  Outdoor spaces need imaginative landscaping, 
including plants that invite children to ‘hide’ and interact.  Where 
possible, we should explore means by which our buildings can 

better ‘speak’ to children, with 
features such as child-sized doors 
and windows, child-sized 
furnishings and ‘secret’ passages. 
 
For our secondary students, we 
need to maintain and strengthen 
the existing youth group, and

 
establish a new group for years 10-12.  The youth need dedicated 
space, with appropriate and comfortable furniture.  We need to 
ensure that their transportation needs are being met.  To 
encourage nurture through listening, the youth should have a 
mechanism by which they can feedback their thoughts, concerns 
and needs.  Our mentoring program has been an effective vehicle 
of nurture.  We need to maintain and strengthen it.  And, for our 
tertiary students, we need to explore ways to support and improve 
the student housing program. 
 
All of our Sunday School groups need spaces appropriate to their 
age, numbers and interests.  Our Sunday School teachers need to 
be offered opportunities for continuing education.   
 
We need programs for people at all places in their journeys.  For 
example, we see potential in an adult ‘beginner Christian 
program’, in a ‘discipleship program’, and some have suggested a 
‘kid’s activities for adults’ program.  But, people’s needs are not 
met only by formal offerings.  We also need spontaneous places … 
places for private and discreet conversations and space where 
kids of all ages can just kick a footy.  By every means possible, we 
take our responsibility for nurture, seriously. 

W 
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e value our call to be outward looking, to address 
social justice issues and other challenges.  We want to 
be learning about and doing mission, with heightened 

awareness of the needs in the wider community and the gifts in 
our congregation, which can be directed to them.  We strive to 
respond in progressive ways, willing to be counter-cultural or 
experimental, and to engage in political activism, in order to be 
faithful to our calling.   
 
The Asylum-Seeker Welcome Centre, on our site, is both a symbol 
and a manifestation of our commitment to such values.  So is the 
food co-op, and we treasure both.  In fact, our entire site, located 
in a marketplace environment, not only positions us to fulfil our 
calling to mission, but demands that we do.  
 
Aware of that, we see the need to create opportunities for mission, 
prioritise them and focus on meeting the challenges they present.  
One immediate need is to make the food co-op more functional, 
compliant with occupational safety and health regulations, and 
capable of expansion as the program grows.  But, beyond that, we 
need to begin a process of identifying challenges and ways of 
responding to them.  As a result, other specific space needs may 
follow. 

W 
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e value history and the wisdom that can be derived 
from it.  We are especially mindful of our own history, 
including that of our denomination, the congregation 

and our site.  We enjoy a strong sense of connection with the past, 
through family and church.  More broadly, we see ourselves 
connected to an Australian spirituality, grounded in the land and 
conscious of the environment.  We seek to be good stewards of all 
the gifts and resources with which we are now entrusted.  Such 
stewardship requires that we remain mindful of history, but also 
alert to history’s account of inevitable change, and the growth 
opportunities offered by transitions and our struggles to let go of 
the familiar and safe.   
 
Our buildings are of historical importance and their heritage is 
legally protected.  They are amongst the treasures with which we 
have been gifted, but, unless managed with wisdom, could 
become a burden.  Many features are identified as significant, and 
we need to learn more about them.  For example, above the 
church foundation stone are laid four bricks, mismatched to 
others around them.  These four bricks were a modest, but 
meaningful contribution made by children from the congregation.  
Even though they are visually different, the integrity of the wall 
depends on their presence.  As such, they not only remind us of 

the generations, but also of our 
diversity and our interdependence.  
Many other treasures hold 
memories for some in our 
congregation, including the honour 
boards and memorial plaques (now 
stored), photographic records, and 
other memorabilia.  All of our

 
historical treasures deserve attention and continued care as we 
look to the future. 
 
In our desire to simultaneously be good stewards of past, present 
and future, we seek change that honours our past and does so 
with sensitivity to the environment … the immediate environment 
of our buildings, site and neighbourhood, as well as the larger 
environment of country and planet.  We seek change that comes 
from affordable solutions and results in manageable debt.  We 
also believe it prudent to anticipate new programs and activities 
and, where possible, plan accordingly, in order to make future 
growth as efficient as possible.  Through responsible planning, we 
have the opportunity to gift future generations, just as we have 
been gifted by the past. 

W 
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The foregoing concept statements are the result of a process of 
group discernment, involving many steps of progressive 
participation.  A record of the participants’ intermediate work and 
emerging thoughts is included on the following pages. 

APPENDIX 
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The notion of ‘change’ legitimately produces two primary 
categories of response:  fears and hopes.  Both can be experienced 
by the same person.  As a preliminary exercise of the discernment 
process, the advisory group explored reactions to the notion of 
change.  Following are their responses to the questions posed: 
 

When you consider the notion of change to your church 
and its environment, what fears, anxieties and doubts 
do you feel? 

FEARS and HOPES 

! MONEY BECOMING THE FOCUS 
 

! HERITAGE ISSUES BECOMING OBSTACLES 
 

! NOT BEING ABLE TO SUSTAIN ENERGY FOR CHANGE 
 

! NOT BEING ABLE TO ENSURE WIDESPREAD INPUT 
 

! REMAINING ‘GROUNDED’ WHILE VISIONING 
 

! FORGETTING SPIRITUAL NEEDS 
 

! LOSING SIGHT OF MISSION 
 

! BECOMING ‘BURNT OUT’ 
 

! NO ‘UNDO’ BUTTON 
 

! INDEBTEDNESS (UNSERVICEABLE DEBT) 
 

! CREATING ‘BARRIERS’ BY VIRTUE OF CERTAIN CHANGES 
 

! LOSS OF NURTURING ATTITUDES/ENVIRONMENT 
 

! TREADING ON TOES 
 

! GETTING STUCK IN A RUT 
 

! PROCESS GOING ‘ON AND ON’ 
 

! LACK OF A SUFFICIENT ACTION PLAN 
 

! BECOMING SPREAD TOO THIN 
 

! LOSE SENSE OF BEING WELCOMING 
 

! LOSE INCLUSIVITY 
 

! PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS 
 

! LOSS OF SUBSTANCE IN FAVOUR OF ‘TREND’ 
 

! WORSHIPPING COMMUNITY INSTEAD OF JESUS 
 

! ALIENATING OLDER/TRADITIONAL MEMBERS OF THE CONGREGATION 
 

! NOT FULLY CELEBRATING MUSIC 
 

! NOT GETTING IT ‘RIGHT’ IN THE LONG TERM 
 

! TOO MANY FEARS  

! TRANSIENCE OF CONGREGATION (making changes to accommodate current 
members; changes that may not remain valid for those who follow) 

 

! LEAVING BEHIND IMPORTANT THINGS 
 

! SPEED OF CURRENT CHANGE 
 

! LOSE PEOPLE IF NEEDS ARE NOT MET IN TIME 
 

! CHANGE FOR SAKE OF CHANGE 
 

! LOSS OF INTIMACY IN WORSHIP 
 

! LACK OF CONSISTENCY DURING TRANSITION 
 

! LOSS OF CORE STABILITY 
 

! SPACE WILL DETERMINE LITURGY 
 

! LOSE ‘BEAUTY’ OF CURRENT WORSHIP SPACE 
 

! TRAMPLING ON THE WISDOM OF HISTORY, HERE 
 

! BEING CONSUMED BY CURRENT BUILDING 
 

! TENSION CAUSED BY TWO PREVIOUS ITEMS 
 

! INSUFFICIENT MANAGEMENT OF MINISTRIES 
 

! CHILDREN WILL NOT GROW UP IN THE CHURCH 
 

! WE WILL NOT MAKE THE ‘HARD’ DECISIONS 
 

! BECOMING DE-RAILED OR FACTIONALISED IN THIS PROCESS 
 

! INSUFFICIENT FINANCIAL RESOURCES  
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If your fears, anxieties and doubts could be overcome, 
and responsible change implemented, what hopes, 
promise and opportunity do you see for this 
congregation … now and in its future? 

 
! MAINTAIN ‘UNIQUENESS’ 

 

! ENCOURAGE ‘VOLUNTEERISM’ 

 

! INCREASE OUR ATTRACTIVENESS TO PEOPLE 

 

! BE A CENTRE FOR URBAN MISSION 

 

! MAINTAIN / STRENGTHEN PERSONAL CONNECTEDNESS 

 

! CATALYST FOR CHANGE 

 

! OPEN TO INSIGHTS OF OTHERS; LEARN AND GROW 

 

! VIBRANCY / DEPTH OF RELATIONSHIP FOR PERSONAL GROWTH 

 

! OPENNESS TO CHANGE 

 

! RESPONSIVE TO OPPORTUNITY 

 

! BROADEN DIVERSITY 

 

! OPPORTUNITY FOR KIDS TO GROW INTO OUR CHURCH 

 

! SEE, HEAR and FEEL THE SENSE OF COMMUNITY 

 

! EMBRACE OF CHALLENGE 

 

! BALANCE BETWEEN SPIRITUALITY AND THEOLOGY 

 

! BE ‘MESSENGERS’; OFFER AN ALTERNATIVE, PARTICULARLY TO 

MAINSTREAM CULTURE 

 

! BE A CHURCH FORMED AS DISCIPLES OF CHRIST IN RELATIONSHIP WITH 

GOD 

 

! OPPORTUNITIES TO DISCOVER / NURTURE INDIVIDUAL GIFTS  

! WILL BE OPEN TO THE WIDER COMMUNITY (esp. Sydney Road visibility) 
 
! INCLUSIVE OF ALL 
 
! INTEGRATED COMMUNITY MINISTRY 
 
! YOUNG PEOPLE EXCITED BY VISION 
 
! EVERYONE, INCLUDING GROUPS, WILL SEE THAT THEY HAVE A PLACE 
 
! SITE WILL BE ACTIVELY USED BY WIDER COMMUNITY 
 
! ALIGNMENT BETWEEN RESOURCES AND MISSION 
 
! PEOPLE WILL BE CALLED TO CARE FOR PROPERTY 
 
! FAITH ENGAGEMENT WITH PEOPLE, NOT JUST A SOCIAL ONE 
 
! LINK:  FAITH, ARTS, COMMUNITY 
 
! MAINTAIN SENSE OF POLITICAL ACTIVISM 
 
! INCREASE INVOLVEMENT WITH ASYLUM-SEEKER CENTRE 
 
! PLACE OF SPIRITUAL REFUGE 
 
! GROWTH / FULL PEWS 
 
! FLEXIBILITY  
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This list represents all participant responses when asked the 
question:  “Consider those abstract things that form the 
spirituality of this community … things such as your 
beliefs, ideas, experiences and memories.  Amongst 
those thoughts will be your VALUES … the values that 
define this community and make it special.  What, then, 
are your VALUES?”  The ‘dots’ to the left indicate the number 
of participants that saw each item as amongst the most important. 

VALUES 

!!!!!!!!!!

!!! 
 INCLUSIVITY 

   

!!!!!!!!!!

!!! 
 LIGHT 

   

!!!!!!!!!!

!! 
 MUSIC AS AN EXPRESSION OF FAITH AND PRAYER 

   

!!!!!!!!!!

! 
 NURTURE OF CHILDREN 

!    

!!!!!!!!!!  COMMUNITY 
   

!!!!!!!!!!  INTIMACY IN WORSHIP (seeing, hearing, etc) 
   

!!!!!!!!!  WELCOMING / BELONGING 
   

!!!!!!!!  OUTWARD LOOKING 
   

!!!!!!!!  DIVERSITY 
   

!!!!!!  HISTORY … AND WISDOM FROM IT 
   

!!!!!!  WARMTH 
   

!!!!!!  SOCIAL JUSTICE 

  

!!!!!!  BIBLE-BASED 

   

!!!!!!  CHRISTIAN TEACHING 

  
!!!!!!  CREATIVITY 

   

!!!!!  GOOD STEWARDSHIP OF RESOURCES 

   

!!!!!  BEING GOD-FOCUSED 

   

!!!!!  HONESTY / FORTHCOMING, WITHOUT HESITATION 
   

!!!!!  CENTRALITY OF WORSHIP 
   

!!!!  PRAYERFULNESS / FAITHFULNESS 
   

!!!!  SIMPLICITY 
   

!!!!  RELATIONSHIP / CONNECTEDNESS 
   

!!!  BEING CHALLENGED 
   

!!!  CONTRIBUTIONS TO WORSHIP BY ALL 

   

!!!  USE OF ALL SENSES IN WORSHIP 

   

!!!  BEING PROGRESSIVE 

   

!!!  NURTURE 

   

!!!  ACCESSIBILITY 

   

!!!  JOURNEYING TOGETHER 
   

!!!  LOVE 
   

!!!  LISTENING TO EACH OTHER 
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!!  RITUALS 

   

!!  COUNTER-CULTURALISM 

   

!!  ECUMENISM 

   

!!  POLITICAL ACTIVISM 

  
!!  AUSTRALIAN SPIRITUALITY 

   

!  AWARENESS OF WIDER COMMUNITY 

   

!  THE FAMILIAR / SAFE 

   

!  DOING MISSION 

   

!  MULTI-/ INTER-GENERATIONAL MIX 

   

!  VIBRANT SINGING 

   

!  TRUSTING THE SPIRIT 

   

!  EARTHINESS / GROUNDEDNESS 

   

!  CONTEMPLATIVE TRADITIONS 

   

  BEING EXPERIMENTAL 

   

  PHYSICAL SAFETY 

   

  CONTEMPORISING THE TRADITIONAL 

   

  OPENNESS 

   

  DETACHMENT FROM MATERIAL TREASURES 

   

  LETTING GO / TRANSITIONS 
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This list represents all participant responses when asked the 
question:  “Consider your site, buildings, furnishings, art 
and people.  Which have become so important to the 
prayer life of this community that they are now seen as 
TREASURES?”  The dots to the left indicate the number of 
participants that saw each item as amongst the most important. 

!!!!!!!!!!

!!!! 
 COMMUNITY AND ALL GENERATIONS 

   
!!!!!!!!!!

!!! 
 SEMI-CIRCULAR WORSHIP SPACE (as a sign of 

inclusivity) 
   

!!!!!!!!!!

!! 
 YOUTH GROUP 

   
!!!!!!!  BABIES AND CHILDREN 

   
!!!!!!  FOUR BRICKS ABOVE FOUNDATION STONE  

   
!!!!!!  ASYLUM-SEEKER WELCOME CENTRE 

   
!!!!!  PIPE ORGAN 

   
!!!!!  TIMBER IN THE EXISTING CHURCH  

   
!!!!!  STAINED GLASS WINDOWS (ALL) 

   
!!!!  OUR BUILDINGS 

   
!!!!  TERTIARY STUDENTS 

   
!!!  LORD’S SUPPER WINDOW 

   
!!!  HONOUR BOARDS / MEMORIAL PLAQUES 

   
!!!  MENTORS IN MENTORING PROGRAM 

   
!!!  MARKETPLACE LOCATION (our site) 

   
!!!  SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHERS 

  

TREASURES 

!!!  FOOD CO-OP 
   

!!  VOLUME / SIZE OF EXISTING CHURCH 
   

!!  SWUC COMMUNION TABLE AND LECTERN (incl boxes) 
   

!!  INDONESIAN CONGREGATION 
   

!!  MEMORABILIA 

  
!  ORGANIST 

   
!  MONUMENTAL CROSSES (St Andrew’s and SWUC) 

   
!  RAY GORMAN 

   
!  TRINITY WINDOW 

   
!  PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDS 

   
!  BANNERS (currently in use) 

   
  GWENDA BOOTH 

   
  ST ANDREW’S COMMUNION TABLE (and chairs) 

   
  ST ANDREW’S FONT 

   
  JOHN VENNING 

   
  ALFIE 

   
  ROSEMARY 

   
  OLD BROWN SOFA (from SWUC) 
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This list represents all participant responses when asked the 
question:  “Given what you say you value and what you 
hold as treasures, what NEEDS do you have, which if 
addressed, might improve or strengthen this faith 
community?”  The dots to the left indicate the number of 
participants that saw each item as amongst the most important.   

NEEDS 

!!!!!!!!!!

!!!!! 
 ACCESSIBILITY AND INVITING SYDNEY ROAD 

PRESENCE (SHOPFRONT) 
   

!!!!!!!!!!

!! 
 CREATE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MISSION; PRIORITISE 

AND FOCUS ON THEM 
   

!!!!!!!!!!

! 
 GOOD ACOUSTICS 

   

!!!!!!!!!!

! 
 ACCOMMODATE NEEDS OF PARENTS WITH 

CHILDREN 
   

!!!!!!!!!!

! 
 FLEXIBILITY FOR DIFFERENT WORSHIP STYLES AND 

RITES 
   

!!!!!!!!!!

! 
 ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE SOLUTIONS 

   

!!!!!!!!!!

! 
 SACRED, SPECIAL AMBIENCE IN WORSHIP 

ENVIRONMENT 
   

!!!!!!!!!!  SEATING THAT ALLOWS PEOPLE TO SEE ONE 
ANOTHER 

   

!!!!!!!!!!  FLOW-THROUGH FROM WORSHIP TO HOSPITALITY 
   

!!!!!!!!!!  GOOD SPACES FOR ALL SUNDAY SCHOOL GROUPS 

  

!!!!!!!!!!  AFFORDABLE SOLUTIONS, WITH A MANAGEABLE 
LEVEL OF DEBT 

   

!!!!!!!!!  NATURAL LIGHT 
   

!!!!!!!!!  BIG, MOVING WATER (as a symbol in worship) 
   

!!!!!!!!  ABILITY TO CREATE A COSY ‘SACRED ZONE’ 
   

!!!!!!!!  IMPROVED STUDENT HOUSING PROGRAM 
   

!!!!!!!  CROSS (that can be nailed and used) 

  
!!!!!!!  LARGER ‘PLACE OF HONOUR’ 

   

!!!!!!!  INCLUSION OF MUSICIANS IN WORSHIP (by location) 
   

!!!!!!  HARMONIOUS INTEGRATION OF CONTEMPORARY 
AND TRADITIONAL 

   

!!!!!  CHILDREN’S / INFANTS’ SPACE IN WORSHIP CENTRE 
   

!!!!!  FULL ACCESSIBILITY 
   

!!!!!  SPACE FOR MUSIC 
   

!!!!!  PROPER, HIGH-QUALITY SOUND SYSTEM 
   

!!!!!  NEW, YEARS 10-12 YOUTH GROUP 
   

!!!!!  PROGRAMS FOR PEOPLE AT ALL PLACES IN THEIR 
JOURNEYS 

   

!!!!  WELCOMING / GATHERING SPACE 
   

!!!!  CHILDREN’S OUTDOOR PLAY AREA (safe, secure) 
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!!!!  SECRET PASSAGEWAYS 
   

!!!!  NOT TO FORGET PEOPLE IN THE PROCESS 
   

!!!!  ADULT BEGINNER CHRISTIAN PROGRAM 
   

!!!!  RETAIN SOME STAINED GLASS 
   

!!!  PHYSICAL WARMTH (temperature control) 
   

!!!  SYDNEY ROAD IDENTITY 
   

!!!  ACCESS/SECURITY SYSTEM:  SIMPLE AND 
CONVENIENT 

   

!!!  SEPARATE SOLEMN SPACE 
   

!!!  SPACE ENOUGH TO KICK A FOOTY 
   

!!!  THOUGHTFUL PLACING OF SYMBOLS 
  

!!!  VISIBILITY BETWEEN WORSHIP SPACE, GATHERING 
SPACE and OUTSIDE WORLD 

   

!!!  BIKE RACKS 
   

!!  FLEXIBLE PLACE OF HONOUR 
   

!!  ACCESSIBLE FOOD CO-OP (w/proper ergonomics, 
functionality and room to grow) 

   

!!  PLACE OF HOSPITALITY EQUIPPED FOR CATERING 
   

!!  DEDICATED SPACE FOR YOUTH 
   

!!  PLACE OF LIGHT (including candle lighting capability) 
   

!!  MAINTAIN AND STRENGTHEN YOUTH GROUP 
  

!!  DISCIPLESHIP PROGRAM 

   

!!  WELCOMERS 

   

!!  PROVISION FOR HEARING-IMPAIRED 

   

!!  ‘STILL’ WATER 

   

!!  TEMPERATURE CONTROL 

   

!!  SYMBOLIC ‘PATH OF INITIATION’ MADE VISIBLE 

   

!!  MINIMISE MOVEMENT OF FURNITURE/EQUIPMENT 

   

!!  OUTDOOR FELLOWSHIP AREA 

   

!  LARGER FONT 

   

!  PLANTS THAT KIDS CAN HIDE IN 

   

!  DEDICATED STORAGE 

   

!  MAKE DECISIONS RE: MEMORIAL PLAQUES 

   

!  COMFORTABLE LOUNGES FOR YOUTH GROUP 

  
!  PROJECTION CAPABILITIES 

   

!  MAINTAIN AND STRENGTHEN MENTORING PROGRAM 
   

!  SOLVE CAR PARKING NEEDS 
   

!  FIRE SYMBOL 
   

!  MINIMISE DISTRACTIONS IN WORSHIP (i.e., views) 
   

!  SPACE FOR ANTICIPATED NEW PROGRAMS 
   

!  EVENING SERVICES 
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!  PLACES FOR INTIMATE (private and discreet) 
CONVERSATION IN HOSPITALITY AREA 

   

!  CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR SUNDAY SCHOOL 
TEACHERS 

   

  ABILITY TO HAVE HOSPITALITY (morning tea) WITHIN 
THE WORSHIP SPACE 

   

  KID’S ACTIVITIES FOR ADULTS 

   

  ABILITY TO SEE MUSICIANS’ FACES 

   

  INTERNET CONNECTION 

   

  WEB SITE 

   

  INDOOR CHILDREN’S PLAY AREA IN HOSPITALITY 
AREA 

   

  MECHANISM FOR YOUTH GROUP FEEDBACK 

   

  EASY ACCESS TO TRANSPORT FOR YOUTH GROUP 
(i.e., bus) 

   

  OFFICE FOR MINISTERS 

   

  TELEPHONE 

  
  PHOTOCOPIER 

   

  INTIMATE / LIVED-IN WORSHIP ENVIRONMENT 

   

  SIGNAGE WITHIN COMPLEX 
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This diagram establishes relationships between VALUES, 
TREASURES and NEEDS, thereby forming the basis upon which 
the five, foregoing, Concept Statements were framed. 

RELATIONSHIPS 
   

 
 

     

  LIGHT      
  Music to express faith; intimacy; bible-based; creativity; 

God-focused; centrality of worship; prayerfulness; 
simplicity; all senses; rituals; vibrant singing; contemplative 
traditions; trusting Spirit; contemporising the traditional 

     

  INCLUSIVITY      
  Community; welcoming; diversity; warmth; honesty; 

connectedness; contributions by all; accessibility; 
ecumenism; generational mix; openness; safety 

     

  NURTURE OF CHILDREN      
  Christian teaching; nurture; journeying together; love; 

listening to each other 

     

  OUTWARD LOOKING      
  Social justice; challenge; being progressive; counter-

culturalism; political activism; doing mission; awareness of 
wider community; experimental; detach from materialism 

     

  HISTORY AND WISDOM FROM IT      
  Stewardship; connection with past; Australian spirituality; 

earthiness/groundedness; the familiar/safe; letting go 

     

        
  ENTIRE COMMUNITY (congregation)      
Ind  Indonesian congregation; Gwenda Booth; John Venning; 

Alfie; Rosemary 

     

  SEMI-CIRCULAR WORSHIP SPACE (at St Andrew’s)      
  Pipe organ; timber; stained glass; Lord’s Supper window; 

volume/size of church; SW table/lectern; organist; crosses; 
Trinity window; banners; StAndrew’s table/font 

     

  YOUTH GROUP      
  Babies and children; tertiary students; mentors; teachers      
  ASYLUM-SEEKER WELCOME CENTRE       
  Marketplace location; food co-op      
  FOUR BRICKS ABOVE FOUNDATION STONE       
  Our buildings; honour boards/plaques; memorabilia; 

photographic records; old brown sofa 

     

        
  ACCESSIBLE / INVITING SYDNEY ROAD PRESENCE      
  Flow-thru worship to hospitality; full accessibility; gathering 

space; visibility: worship, gathering, outside; warmth; bike 
racks; simple access; hall with catering; welcomers; 
outdoor fellowship; storage; car parking; children’s play; 
phone; copier; website; internet; signage; ministers’ office 

     

  CREATE MISSION OPPORTUNITIES; Prioritise; Focus      
  Accessible/functional food co-op with room to grow      
  FLEXIBILITY FOR DIFFERENT WORSHIP STYLES      
  Sacred ambience in worship space; acoustics; seating to 

see one another; natural light; big, moving water; cosy 
sacred zone; cross; place of honour; inclusion of 
musicians; integrate contemporary and traditional; 
children’s space in worship; sound system; retain some 
stained glass; thoughtful placing of symbols; place of light; 
still water; minimum furniture moving; path of initiation; 
projection; minimum distractions; fire; lived-in ambience 

     

  ACCOMMODATE PARENTS WITH CHILDREN      
  Good SS spaces; improved student housing; 10-12 youth 

group; programs for people at all places; don’t forget 
people; beginner Christian program; secret passages; 
space to kick a footy; youth space; stronger youth group; 
discipleship program; plants for hiding; lounges for youth; 
stronger mentor program; places for conversation; 
continuing ed for SS teachers; youth transport; kid’s 
activities for adults; youth feedback;  

     

  ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE SOLUTIONS      
  Affordable solutions/manageable debt; decisions re 

memorial plaques; space for anticipated new programs 
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